TURNING TOWARD

THE SUN

With less energy
use, lower utility
costs, tax benefits
and good incentives,
don’t overlook solar
power for your
funeral home.

lectricity was getting so expensive, we were
seeking ways to cut costs,” recalled Jim
Marrocco, funeral director and owner of
Marrocco Memorial Chapel in Clifton, New Jersey.
“I believe in saving energy and in recycling, so it was
easy to be in favor of solar energy. And it’s free,” he
added.
Marrocco’s attitude is gaining popularity. In fact,
solar electricity is now the fastest growing energy
source in the country, said Brandon Leavitt, a
Chicago-based solar energy consultant. Several
members of the funeral service industry have
already made the sun a central power provider.
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Solar Panels for a Funeral Home
Luckily, Marrocco Memorial Chapel is
an ideal solar candidate. After he encountered Trinity Solar (a leading national solar electric company), an exhibitor at the
2010 New Jersey Funeral Directors Association conference, Marrocco discovered
that his 12-year-old building’s angle to
the sun is almost perfect for gathering
solar energy, especially with its flat roof.
At its previous Clinton location, the
113-year-old firm could not have utilized
solar panels; with insufficient room on
its roof, the small building lacked a solarappropriate layout.
Installing the flat panels, which cover 45 percent of the 8,100-square-foot
roof, took about two weeks in mid-2011.
The solar photovoltaic system is not visible to passers-by. “We had no disruption
to business,” said Marrocco, who cites
the solar panels on his company website
(www.marroccos.com). “When we first
got them, lots of people congratulated
us and mentioned that it’s a good environmental move and also good for busi-

ness. We were one of the first few places
in Clifton to do solar,” he noted proudly.
A Mausoleum’s Solar Setup
In a neighboring county, Gates of Heaven
Cemetery of East Hanover, New Jersey, is
similarly pleased with its new solar energy system, which is arranged very differently. On an acre of land, more than
1,000 vertical solar panels hidden behind
a green, six-foot privacy fence, supply 57
percent of the energy for the nearby Chapel Mausoleum. Installation was completed in May; panels began generating
power in July for air-conditioning and,
later on, heat during the Masses held
there.
“We’re excited about it and getting
very positive response,” said Andrew
Schafer, executive director of Catholic
Cemeteries for the Newark Archdiocese.
The two-story, 100,000-square-foot mausoleum, widely known for its world-class
art collection, has “too much activity on
its roof, such as duct work and filtration,
to allow for solar panels,” said Schafer.

“That’s why we chose to install them on
adjacent land and connect all of the panels to the mausoleum.”
Even with the fence, the solar panels
are often noticed. “People visiting graves
or attending monthly Mass at the mausoleum stop when they see the solar panels,” reported Schafer. “They’ll ask questions about the panels and then when
they hear green burial mentioned, they
inquire about that, too. They ask different cemetery employees, including the
superintendent or the counselors in the
mausoleum.” With eight or 10 interments in a day, Gates of Heaven can easily have 300 people on the premises.
Solar Savings and Tax Benefits
Part of solar energy’s appeal is its various reductions, including energy use,
monthly expenses and taxes. For Marrocco Memorial Chapel, New Jersey’s
generous program – 30 percent tax-free
rebate, plus accelerated depreciation –
“made it affordable,” attested Marrocco.
“Almost a year into the program, I know

Jim Marrocco, owner of Marrocco Memorial Chapel in Clifton, New Jersey, says that having solar
panels in place increased the value of his building, and he expects that once the system is paid off,
his firm will anticipate getting about 20 years of free electricity.
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we’ve had actual savings of more than
24 kilowatt hours. We simultaneously
expanded our building to add a pet crematory, and even with that addition still
saved on electricity bills.” The solar panels will generate about 35,000 kilowatt
hours annually.
By chance, their five-year mortgage
rate adjustment for the building happened to coincide, “so we rolled the cost
of the solar panels into the re-mortgage,”
said Marrocco, as the company had no
cash outlay for the panels. “We bought
them outright so we could take acceler-

ated depreciation. That especially worked
in our favor for refinancing; having solar
panels in place increased the value of the
building. Once the system is paid off, we
anticipate getting about 20 years of free
energy.”
On the private website Trinity Solar set up, Marrocco enjoys monitoring
the firm’s solar production. By late November, the panels had saved the equivalents of 527 tons of carbon dioxide; 1,006
trees; 22,141 car miles; and 173 oil barrels. “To me, that means something,” observed Marrocco, “and we expect to cut

our annual energy bill by about 95 percent eventually.”
Gates of Heaven also had no upfront
costs but for a very different reason. It
partnered with San Diego-based Borrego Solar, which installs solar panels
at no charge. “We get savings based on
our electricity charges,” explained Schafer. “They own the panels and get credits, which they resell, providing their return on investment. Borrego installed
1,008 solar panels, which generate about
236 kilowatt hours of electric power or
enough for 40 to 60 households.” Borrego sells any extra electricity to New Jersey Power & Electric, taking advantage of
government credits and trading on the
open market.
Gates of Heaven’s electricity bills previously averaged $4,000 per month. “We
calculate 50 percent savings on monthly electrical bills over 10 years, totaling
about $250,000, with potential savings of
$.5 million over the typical 20-year lifespan,” said Schafer.

On the private website Trinity
Solar set up, Jim Marrocco,
funeral director and owner of
Marrocco Memorial Chapel
in Clifton, New Jersey, enjoys
monitoring his firm’s solar
production. By late November,
the panels had saved the
equivalents of 527 tons of
carbon dioxide; 1,006 trees;
22,141 car miles; and 173
barrels of oil.
Getting Started
It’s working well for one cemetery and
one funeral home, but is solar power
appropriate for every business? It’s suitable for “anyone who consumes energy,”
assured Leavitt, CEO of Solar Service in
Niles, Illinois. “If you see a shadow, you
have enough sun for solar energy.”
Two types are available. Solar thermal,
used for centuries, provides heat and hot
water and is very practical. A solar electric (or photovoltaic) system provides
electricity and works anywhere (Germawww.nfda.org
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ny, with a Seattle-like climate, is a world
leader in solar energy production). Recent cost reductions and improvements
in photovoltaics have made it easier and
cheaper to turn sunshine into energy.
Now, “most solar electric panels are connected to the local power grid, so excess
energy production can be stored for later use on the grid instead of in batteries,”
said Leavitt.

At Gates of Heaven Cemetery
in East Hanover, New Jersey,
electricity bills previously
averaged $4,000 a month.
Employing solar panels, said
Andrew Schafer, executive
director of Catholic Cemeteries
for the Newark Archdiocese,
“We calculate 50 percent savings
on monthly bills over 10 years,
with potential savings of $.5
million over the typical 20-year
lifespan.”
To harness solar energy, you’ll need
“to have control of the rooftop and good
southern exposure,” Leavitt specified.
“You might have a great roof, but a nearby tall building could shade the sun. A
pitched roof is ideal; they’re easier and
less costly to work on, unless it’s very
steep.” After thorough inspection shows
solar feasibility, a business can choose to
have electrical panels mounted in a yard
or on a rooftop or awning. Installation
involves no disruption to business.
Initial cost is rarely a barrier, Leavitt
said. “Banks love to finance solar –
they’ll get paid back with the money people save. It adds value to the property and
lowers monthly costs.” If upfront cash is
not available, leasing the system is another option. “The trade-off,” said Leavitt, “is
that for every $100 saved on the electric
bill, the leasing company gets $80. The
business’ net savings is still $20.” Leasing
is most advantageous in locations with
abundant sun or extremely high utility costs. In Illinois, with low rates and
high state solar incentives,” said Leavitt,
“owning makes more sense.”
Under current federal law, 30 percent
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of the cost for a business to install a solar power system is a tax credit. “Every
$10,000 you spend on your solar panels
earns a $3,000 tax credit, which can be
carried forward,” Leavitt clarified. “Accelerated depreciation is allowed. That’s
a good write-off for equipment used for
five years or less.” Solar incentives vary
widely by state. New Jersey’s program is
particularly encouraging. Some states
match the federal credit, providing another 30 percent. “The more people pay
for electricity, the more valuable solar energy becomes for them,” he pointed out.
States with elevated rates have high percentages of customers switching to solar
energy, such as 40 percent in Hawaii.
Check with your own state’s energy department for specific current incentives.
The following national databases compile state information and are useful solar power resources:
• www.dsireusa.org (U.S. Department
of Energy)
• www.seia.org (Solar Energy Industries Association)
• www.ases.org (American Solar Energy Society).

“The sooner you start, the more you’ll
save,” said Leavitt. “Solar is the only ‘appliance’ that pays for itself, and it’s recession proof. We see solar energy as income
falling on your property. You can harvest
it or let it go to waste. And its costs have
never been less.”
Beyond financial benefits, going solar
can bring subtler rewards as well. Speaking on behalf of Catholic Cemeteries,
Schafer noted, “Our goal is to help our
parishioners in their efforts to minimize
their impact on the earth’s resources and
preserve the environment for future generations.”
“I feel like at least I’m helping the environment with how much CO2 we save,
and the more trees we save, the better,”
said Marrocco. “I know it’s a drop in the
bucket, but if 1,000 people did the same,
we’d help reduce global warming. We’re
very pleased with solar. I’d recommend it
to any business able to do it.”
Carol Milano is a New York City-based
journalist who covers healthcare and
environmental topics. She frequently
reports on the funeral industry.

